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　　Abstract　　A quasi-geostrophic w avelet-spect rum model of barot ropic atmosphere has been constructed by w avelet-Galerkin method

w ith the periodic orthogonal w avelet bases.In this study a w avelet grid-spect rum transform method is designed to decrease the t remendous

computation of the nonlinear interaction term in the model , and a two-dimensional Helmholtz equat ion f rom the model in a wavelet spec-
t rum form is derived , and a solution w ith high precision under the periodic boundary condit ion is obtained.The numerical investigation

manifests that the w avelet-spect rum model(WSM)could keep on running for a long time under the forcing of heating and topography.Al-

though its numerical solution is compatible wi th the grid model(GM), the WSM is of a higher precision and faster convergence rate than

GM' s.A stationary solution comes forth w hen the model is forced only by the surface heating , w hereas a quasi-periodic oscillat ion with a

period about 15 days appears as considering the topog raphy in the model.The lat ter osci llation , t o some extent , is very similar to the

Rossby index cycle of atmosphere over middle and high latitudes.

　　Keywords:　β-plane , barotropic atmosphere , wavelet-spectrum model , wavelet grid-spectrum transform.

　　One of the important st rategies for understand-
ing atmospheric general circulation is to study the nu-
merical solution of it s governing equations[ 1] .There
are tw o main kinds of discrete models , i.e.spectrum
model and g rid model.The lat ter employs the finite

difference approximation and easily fits a complex

boundary condition.But it is insuff icient to represent

a continuous function.The atmospheric waves simu-
lated w ith the grid model usually propagate more

slow ly than observations.In addition , it w ould be in

difficulty of dealing w ith the g rids at the two poles of

the earth.Besides , there exist aliasing erro rs in non-
linear-term computat ions.Fo rtunately , this problem

is gradually overcome by a series of numerical conser-
vation schemes designed for the f inite dif ference ap-
proximation

[ 2]
.The spect rum model is a g roup of or-

dinary differential equations , derived from the gov-
erning equations based on some orthogonal bases.Fo r
instance , both the Fourier bases and the spherical

harmonic functions are g lobal bases , named in mathe-
matics.The spect rum method can represent the de-
rived terms of the equations in high precision , while

for the function w ith discontinue or jump points , like
sharp topography or rainfall that is spatially discontin-
ued , it w ould cause “Gibbs phenomenon” , like “mi-

nus topography ” or “ minus moisture ” and so

fo rth[ 3 , 4] .These problems are remarkable in the low-
resolution spect rum model.

The const ruction of compactly supported orthog-
onal w avelet bases

[ 5～ 7]
not only is to provide a power-

ful tool fo r signal procession and compression , but al-
so brings us some new ideas or possibilities for numer-
ical solution of partial differential equations

[ 8]
.Since

some of the w avelet bases are compact ly supported in

both physical and spectrum spaces , the reconst ruct ion

errors of a function are usually limited around the

sharp or jump points[ 3] .Moreover , there is a high

compression rate and reconst ruction rate in signal rep-
resentation if the w avelet bases are used.Ow ing to

these advantages the w avelet bases have been used in

numerical solution of dif ferent ial equations in several

w ays , like wavelet-Galerkin method[ 8 ,9] , wavelet

collocation[ 10] and WOFD[ 11] , for example.In fact ,
they already succeeded in simulating the propagat ion

of discont inuity in fluid
[ 8]
, viscoelastic plume-litho-

sphere interaction
[ 10]

and Kelvin w ave in the t ropical

Pacific
[ 11]
.These examples imply a g reat availability

of w avelet methods in numerical solution of differen-
tial equations.



Nevertheless , it is hard to find the examples of

solut ion of vortici ty equation using w avelets because it

involves a high order problem and numerical solution

of a Poisson equation , which is very dif ficult to deal

w ith.Qian and Weiss only studied a simplified vortic-
ity equation that includes advection and dissipation

terms for uncompressible fluid and non-divergence
flow[ 12] .This paper focuses on the numerical solution

of atmospheric potential vorticity equation that in-
cludes topography , heating , divergence term , the ad-
vection and dissipation.In addition , we have to solve

a Helmholtz equation , rather than a Poisson equa-
tion , for the t rend of st ream function.

1　Orthogonal wavelet bases

The multiresolution analy sis(MRA)[ 13] is a gen-
eral theory on const ruction of orthogonal w avelet

bases , i.e.wavelet function ψ(x)and scaling func-
tion φ(x).They can be used to make the orthonor-
mal w avelet bases[ 6 , 7] :
φj , k(x)=2 j/2φ(2 j

x -k), 　φj , k(x)∈ V j ,
(1)

ψj , k(x)=2 j/2ψ(2 j
x -k), 　ψj , k(x)∈ W j ,

(2)
where the subscript “ j” is the dilation or resolution ,
and “k” is the shif t , bo th belong to integer set ZZ .
A close subset{V j}j∈ ZZ of MRA holds

…  V j  V j+1…  L
2(IR)　j ∈ ZZ .(3)

　　The Wj is the orthogonal complement of V j ,
and there holds

V j+1 = V j ⊕W j. (4)
The scaling function φj , k(x)is merely the orthonor-
mal bases in subspace V j due to a fixed resolution j ,
while ψj , k(x)is the orthonornal bases in L

2(IR)
due to its dilation and shif t.Their relationships read

∫
∞

-∞
φj , k(x)φj , l(x)d x =δ(k -l), (5)

∫
∞

-∞
ψj , k(x)ψl , m(x)d x =δ(j -l)δ(k -m),

(6)

∫
∞

-∞
φj , k(x)ψm , l(x)d x =0 , (7)

where δ(x) is the Dirac function.However , the
w avelet bases above are defined on a real line , which

needs the interval w avelet bases for the solution of

differential equation.Since such w avelets are still un-
der development[ 14] , we take the periodic w avelet

bases defined in interval [ 0 , 1] as the expansion

bases.The periodic w avelet can be derived by the

summation of the classic w avelets(1)and(2)as[ 15]

 φJ , k(x)= ∑
l ∈ZZ
φJ , k(x -l), (8)

 ψJ , k(x)= ∑
l ∈ZZ
ψJ , k(x -l), (9)

where  φJ , k(x)and  ψJ , k(x) are periodic scaling

function and wavelet. φJ , k(x)∈  VJ ,  ψJ , k(x)∈  WJ ,
and they sat isfy

 VJ+1 = VJ ⊕  WJ , (10)

L
2
(IR)=closeL 2

(IR)( V0 ⊕
∞

J =0
 WJ). (11)

　　A square integral function can be expanded w ith

the scaling function or w avelet bases , or both of

them , of w hich the scaling funct ion expansion ref lects

the appro ximat ion part of the function , while the

w avelet expansion describes its details.To simulate

the barot ropic Rossby w ave on low-resolution grids

the scaling function  φJ , k(x)is employed in the nu-
merical solution of the baro tropic model.

2　Barotropic model

In 1979 , based on a quasi-geostrophic potent ial

vorticity equation of the baro tropic atmosphere ,
Charney et al.[ 16] developed a barot ropic model that

includes the adiabatic heating , f riction and topogra-
phy in a β-plane channel.It s non-dimensional form
reads

 
 t
 2ψ-

ψ
λ2
+J(ψ,  

2
ψ+h)

　　+ β
 ψ
 x
+k  2(ψ-ψ＊)=0 , (12)

where ψ, h , ψ＊ are respectively the quasi-
geostrophic stream function , the topog raphy and the

adiabatic heating stream function , and λ2 =gH/

(f
2
0L

2
),  β=L/ a ≈1/4 , k =DE/(2H), πL =5×

106 m , H =104 m.f 0=2Ψsin 0 is the Coriolis pa-
rameter ,  0=45°N.“ g” is the g ravity acceleration ,
“ a” is the earth' s radius.DE =(2νE/ f 0)

1/ 2 is the

Ekman depth , where νE is the volume vortex viscosi-
ty coef ficient.To use the periodic w avelet Eq.(12)
must be defined in a uni t square w ith periodic bound-
ary condi tion as the follow ing:

( 2 -λ
2
0)
 ψ
 t
=-J(ψ, C+h)- β

 ψ
 x

-k(C -C
＊), (13)

(x , y)∈ G ={(x , y)|(x , y)∈ [ 0 ,1]  [ 0 ,1]},
 2ψ
 x 2 +

 2ψ
 y2

=C , (14)

ψ(x , y)=ψ(x ±n , y ±n)　n ∈ ZZ , (15)

where λ
2
0=λ

-2 , C＊= 2ψ＊ , k =0.01.Eqs.(13)
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～(15)are the non-dimensional barot ropic model in a

β-plane channel , by which w e deal w ith the w avelet

method in the rest of the paper.

3　Wavelet spectrum model

If stream function ψ(x , y)(∈ L 2(IR))is a 1-
period function , map it onto the subspace  VJ and get

i ts approximate expansion at resolution J as

ψJ(x , y)=PV
J
(ψ(x , y))　　　　　　　　

=∑
2
J-1

i =0
∑
2
J-1

k=0
ψJ , i , k φJ , i(x) φJ , k(y), (16)

where PV
J
is an orthogonal mapping operator , and

the expansion coef ficients are defined as

ψJ , i , k = 
G

ψ(x , y) φJ , i(x) φJ , k(y)d xd y.

(17)
J ※∞, so ψJ(x , y)※ψ(x , y).Similarly , the
derivates of the st ream function are expanded to

 ψ
 x ≈P V

J

 ψ
 x

= ∑
2
J-1

j=0
∑
2
J-1

k=0
CXJ , j , k φJ , j(x) φJ , k(y), (18)

 2ψ
 x 2 ≈PV

J

 
2
ψ

 x2

=∑
2
J-1

j =0
∑
2
J-1

k=0
CXXJ , j , k φJ , j(x) φJ , k(y),

(19)
where the expansion coef ficient of(18)is

CXJ , j , k = 
G

 ψ
 x
 φJ , j(x) φJ , k(y)dxdy .(20)

Substituting (16)into (20), and making a series of

mathematical transformations , we get

CXJ , j , k =2
J ∑
2
J-1

l=0
∑
2
J-1

m=0
ψJ , l , m∫ φ(1)l-j(x) φ(x)d x

·∫ φ(y -m) φ(y -k)dy , (21)

where the superscript “(1)” represents the derive or-
der 1 , and “ l -j” is the shif t.Notice the support

and periodicity of the scaling function , equality (21)
y ields

CXJ , j , k =2J ∑
ND-2

l=2-ND
ψJ , l+j , kΨ

1
l , (22)

where ND is the Daubechies genus , and the def inition

of 2-term connection coef ficients is

Ψ
1
i =∫ φ(x) φ(1)i (x)d x . (23)

　　Using a similar mathemat ic operation we get the

scaling function transform (SFT)of the stream func-
tion derivate in second order , which reads

CXXJ , j , k =22J ∑
ND-2

l=2-ND
ψJ , l+jΨ

2
l , (24)

where the 2-term connection coefficient is defined as

the follow ing:

Ψ
2
i =∫ φ(x) φ

(2)
i (x)d x . (25)

Besides , i t is very easy to get the SFT of it s vorticity

CJ , j , k(o r noted as CJ(j , k))by equality (24).As

the 2-term connection coef ficients could be precisely

calculated by an algebraic technique developed by

Dahmen et al.
[ 17]
, the w avelet-represented derivates

are very accurate o r have very small t runcation errors

in numerical computat ion.

We expand ψ, ψ＊ and vo rtici ty-advection term

(including the topography)w ith the periodic scaling

function , and substitute them into Eq.(13), and
then multiply each side of the equation by  φJ , p(x)
 φJ , q(y).Furthermore , notice the orthogonal prop-

erty of the scaling functions and (16)～ (25), we
make an integ ration over G on the two sides of the e-
quation and f inally get the barot ropic potential equa-
tion or model in the w avelet-spect rum fo rm:

(CJ(p , q))t -λ
2
0(ψJ(p , q))t =-FJ(p , q),

(26)
where

FJ(p , q)=HJ(p , q)+2J β ∑
ND-2

l=2-ND
ψJ(l +p , q)Ψ

1
l

-k(CJ(p , q)-C
＊
J (p , q))=0 ,

(27)

HJ(p , q)= 
G

J(ψ, C +h) φJ , p(x) φJ , q(y)d xdy .

(28)

　　As a similar case in t riangular bases or spherical

harmonic bases the calculation of the HJ(p , q)is a

too big job to deal w ith.Thus , one cannot calculate it
directly , and instead , to overcome this difficulty we

design a w avelet g rid-spectrum transform method

which w ill be presented in the nex t section.

Eq.(26) is a Helmholtz equation about the

t rend of the stream function.It can be rew rit ten in

the follow ing form:

∑
ND-2

l=2-ND
(ψt)J , l+p , qΨ

2
l + ∑

ND-2

m=2-ND
(ψt)J , p , m+qΨ

2
m

　　-2-2Jλ
2
0(ψt)p , q =-2

-2J
FJ(p , q).(29)
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　　Under the periodic condit ion Eq.(29)can be

transformed into a matrix algebraic equation

ΨΧt +ΧtΨ=-2
-2J
F , (30)

where matrix Ψ is a circulant matrix made by

w avelet connection coef ficients Ψ
2
i , i.e.

Ψ=circ(Ψ
2
0 -2

-2J-1
λ
2
0 , Ψ

2
1 , Ψ

2
2 , …, Ψ

2
ND-2 ,

0…0 , Ψ
2
2-ND , … , Ψ

2
-2 , Ψ

2
-1). (31)

4　Numerical schemes

4.1　Wavelet g rid-spect rum transform

Given heating C
＊

and the periodic boundary

condition , we can get the numerical solution

(ψJ(p , q))by the w avelet spect rum model through

integrat ion of Eqs.(26)and (29).And then its in-
verse transform gives the solution of the st ream func-
tion ψ(x , y)in physical space.How to reduce the

computation burden of HJ(p , q)is the key problem

for the integration because it is a nonlinear interaction

term , whose calculation is almost impossible fo r an

ex tensive calculation.So , we have to turn to design a

w avelet grid-spectrum transfo rm method for calculat-
ing HJ(p , q).It includes the following four steps:
(i)calculate the SFT of the st ream function and vor-
ticity in w ave-number space;(ii)make an inverse

SFT to them and get their derivates in physical

space;(iii)calculate the vortici ty advection and to-
pog raphy terms in physical space by multiplication;
(iv)make an SFT to the sum of the tw o terms and

substitute them into (26)to joint time integration.

The numerical exercises show that the w avelet

g rid-spectrum method can sharply decrease the com-
putation quantity , and the model integ ration is fast

and stable.

4.2　Helmholtz equation

The solution of Eq.(30)can be obtained by an

algebraic method[ 12] .The circulant matrix Ψis de-
composed by FFT as

Ψ= ΥDΨΥ
T
, (32)

where matrix Υis the eigenvecto rs of the matrix Ψ,
ΥΥ

t
=I and DΨ=diag{λi}, where λi(i=1 ,2 , … ,

N)is the eigenvalues of the matrix Ψ.With Eq.
(32)and some algebraic t ransforms the solution of

(30)can be given as

Χt =-2
-2J
Υ(BΨ . (Υ

t
FΥ))Υ

t
, (33)

where

BΨ=DΨ

1 · · 1

· · · ·
· · · ·
1 · · 1

+

1 · · 1

· · · ·
· · · ·
1 · · 1

DΨ

(34)
and “ . ” in(33)is a matrix element-to-element di-
vision operator.Numerical investigation reveals that

it would produce very large errors if FFT decomposi-
tion is applied to matrix Ψ.Instead , we employ Ja-
cobian decomposition to calculate i ts eigenvalues and

eigenvectors.

Integ rate Eq.(33)and get the stream funct ion

SFT , with w hich the vorticity SFT reads

C =22J(Ψ＊Χ+ΧΨ＊), (35)
where Ψ＊ is also a circulant matrix defined as

Ψ＊ =circ(Ψ
2
0 , Ψ

2
1 , Ψ

2
2 , …, Ψ

2
ND-2 ,

0…0 , Ψ
2
2-ND , …, Ψ

2
-2 , Ψ

2
-1). (36)

In the follow ing computation w e employ

Daubechies periodic w avelet Daub10 (ND =10).
There are 16×16 g rids on a unit square G , equiva-
lent to resolution of J =4.

5　Numerical results

5.1　Heat-fo rcing circulation

Let h(x , y)=0 , i.e.there is no topography.
To f it the periodic boundary condition the heat fo rc-
ing is of a lit tle dif ference to that of Charney' s mod-
el.Set the heat ing function as

C
＊
(x , y)=-0.24 2sin(2πy)

-0.4cos(2πx)sin(2πy).(37)
The initial field reads

ψ(x , y)=0.01cos(2πx)sin(2πy). (38)

　 　 The time integ ration used is Runge-Kutta

scheme in order 4 , w ith a time step 0.27 , equivalent
to 1/32 day .We run the model fo r 32000 steps , e-
qual to 1000 days on computer SGI-2100.In order to

observe the evolution of the numerical solution we de-
fine a zonal circulation index as the following :

IR =∑
16

i=1
[ ψ(i ,7)-ψ(i ,11)] . (39)

The numerical results show ed that IR rapidly con-
verges into a stationary solution af ter it experienced a

sho rt-period oscillat ion(Fig.1(a)).The output field
of the non-dimensional stream function at the last step

show s tw o low s or cyclones in the north , and tw o

highs or anticyclones in the south (Fig.1 (c)),
which is allocated w ith the heat forcing .
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Fig.1.　Evolut ion of simulated zonal ci rculation index IR and the non-dimensional st ream function at the last step.(a)and(c), Wavelet

spect rum model;(b)and(d), grid model(unit:0.012).

　　To confirm the model const ruction and mathe-
matic operation w e solve the models (13)～ (15)by

finite dif ference approximation under the same heat

forcing and the boundary condi tion.The Helmholtz

equation (13)is solved by the numerical i teration

method[ 4] w ith a threshold 10-6.Arakawa quadra-
ture conservation scheme[ 2] in a precision o rder 4 is

employed to discrete the vorticity advection term.
The time integration scheme is the same w ith the

w avelet model.The convergence f ield of the st ream

function for the g rid model is almost the same as the

w avelet model (see Fig .1 (d)), and the IR fo r

w avelet model is slightly higher than the grid one

(Fig.1 (b)).And the solution convergence rate of

the w avelet model is faster than the g rid model.An

ideal numerical investigation on the solution of the

Helmholtz equation show s that the precision of

w avelet-Galerkin method is ten times higher than the

difference method.Moreover , one can get a precise

solut ion of a dif ferential equation using w avelet-
Galerkin method if wavelet interpolat ion in its inverse

SFT is employed.

5.2　Topography-forced circulation

The Rossby index cycle is one of the most impor-
tant non-linear characteristics of atmospheric circula-
tion in middle and high latitudes.The high index cor-
responds to an intensive zonal circulation , whereas

the low one represents a w eak zonal one or the one

w ith high amplitudes.The Charney ' s model does

succeed in reproducing an oscillation in a period about

15 day s.Notice the model integ ration domain G and

the g rid displace (1/16), smaller than Charney ' s
mode(π/16).For preventing sharp topography gra-
dient w e take h(x , y)to be the same as Charney' s
model , but cut a half of i ts ampli tude.In addition ,
the minus part of the function h(x , y)has been set

to zero.It becomes
h(x , y)

　=
0.1cos(2πx)sin(πy)(x , y)∈D={(x , y) h>0},
0 otherwise.

(40)
Considering the periodic boundary condition , the

heating funct ion reads

C
＊(x , y)=-0.2 2sin(2πy). (41)

Running the w avelet model and the g rid model for

1000 day s wi th a time step Δt=0.27 and initial field

(32), we get a quasi-periodic solution like the index

cycle for the model (Fig.2 (a)), in w hich the 200-
day points of the index IR f rom the beginning are cut

off due to i ts spin-up process.There are tw o signif i-
cant periods , i.e.15 days and 30 days(Fig.2 (b),
(c))acco rding to the M orlet w avelet power spect rum

of the Index sequence
[ 18]
, the lat ter period is signif i-

cant only during 300 ～ 500 days.The areas circled by

the w hite curve in Fig.2(b)represent the statistical

significance level above 0.05.The g lobal w avelet

spect rum is show n in Fig .2 (c), where the dashed
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line is it s significance level at 0.05.

Fig.2.　S imulated Rossby index cycle and its w avelet pow er spec-

trum.(a)Index IR;(b)Morlet w avelet pow er spectrum;(c)

global w avelet spect rum , w here the white lines in (b) and the

dashed line in(c)represent stat istical significance at 0.05.

Under the same heat forcing , topog raphy and

initial f ield as a w avelet model w e run the g rid model

for 1000 days and get a similar quasi-periodic oscilla-
tion solution(Fig.3(a)).There are also the periods

of 15 days and 30 day s in its M orlet w avelet pow er

spectrum (Fig.3(b)).Comparing Fig.2 with Fig.3
one can find the difference between them.Firstly ,
there exists more high f requency oscillation w ith peri-
ods shorter than 5 d for the wavelet model (Fig.2
(b), Fig.3 (b)), while the energy is more concen-
trated on the components of 15-day and 30-day peri-
ods for the g rid model.The lat ter is mo re significant

than that for the wavelet model.This manifests that

the Arakaw a conservation scheme can depress the

generation of short w aves during the model integ ra-
tion.A further numerical invest ig ation confirms that

the maximum time step fo r running the wavelet mod-
el is usually shorter than the g rid model.This implies

the necessity to study how to improve the computa-
tional stability fo r the wavelet model.

The indices of both models evolve like a similar

quasi-periodic oscillation and their flow pat terns are

also very close.We choose two points in the high in-
dices at steps 27552 (Fig.2 (a))and 26957 (Fig.3
(b)), and tw o points in the low indices at steps

27812(Fig.2(a))and 27233 (Fig.3 (b)), respec-
tively and contour their stream function f ields(Fig.
4).The similarity of their flow patterns at the high

o r low indices manifests the availabili ty of the w avelet

model on simulating the nonlinear characteristics of

the baro tropic atmosphere.

Fig.3.　Evolution of the Index IR and its wavelet pow er spect rum

for the grid m odel , others the same as in Fig.2.

6　Conclusion and discussion

The quasi-geost rophic w avelet spect rum model

fo r the baro tropic atmosphere in aβ-plane channel has
been built by wavelet-Galerkin method.To avoid the

t remendous computat ion of the vo rt icity advection ,
we developed a wavelet grid-spectrum transform

method that replaces a direct computation w ith the

nonlinear interact ion term .It overcomes one of the

key dif ficulties about the w avelet spect rum applicat ion

in the climate model o r the general ci rculation model

of atmosphere.The numerical solution of a two-di-
mensional Helmholtz equation is ano ther dif ficult

problem for the w avelet model because of its high or-
der derivates.Among several matrix decomposi tions

the Jacobian method is of the highest precision for the

solution of the equation.Its precision is much higher

than the iteration method when the f inite dif ference

approximates are employed , and it needs much less

computation.Under the same boundary condition and

fo rcing the solutions of the w avelet and grid model are

very close , which confirms the mathematical opera-
tions and numerical schemes of the w avelet model

construction.The w avelet model cannot only simulate

the stationary solution under the heat forcing , but al-
so produce an oscillation solution like the Rossby in-
dex cycle.It implies the po tential capacity of the

w avelet method in simulat ion of large-scale nonlinear

motion of atmosphere.
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Fig.4.　The st ream funct ion pat terns correspond to tw o high indices and tw o low Indices for the wavelet model and grid model , respec-

tively.(a)High index(IR=0.0876)f or w avelet model;(b)high Index (IR=0.0999)f or g rid model;(c)low index(IR=0.0133)for

w avelet m odel;(d)low index (IR=0.0133)f or grid model , w here the values in the figure have been multiplied by 1000.

　　Obviously , the const ruction and successful run-
ning of the w avelet spectrum model in aβ-plane chan-
nel is one of the important steps for developing a more

complex wavelet spectrum model of atmosphere.But
there is still a lot to do for const ruction of spherical

w avelet spect rum model wi th the w avelet-Galerkin

technique.
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